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J. Anthony Cooley Connecting the remote control to the TV requires a clear way so that the TV can receive the remote control signal released during the programming process. Universal remotes use 3-digit codes to sync with different TVs, but not all of the codes listed will work. You have to complete the process using different codes if the first attempt
doesn't work. Hold the program button on the remote for 3 seconds. This mighty button is displayed on a remote control like PRG. When you've done this, the LED light on the remote will turn on. The light will remain for the remainder of the programming process. Click the TV button on the remote so that the remote control knows that it will sync with the TV.
Universal remotes have multiple device buttons that allow you to connect other devices, such as a VCR and DVD player, to a remote control. Proper playback of the TV under the TV button makes it much easier to switch from another device to a TV. Find the appropriate codes for the TV you're programming. Below you'll find a link with a list of TV codes in
the Resources section. Enter the 3-digit code into the remote and press Enter. If the code is taken, the lights will turn off and the TV will turn on after pressing the Power button. If the light stays on, get closer to the TV and move any objects that block the signal from the remote control to the TV, then start the programming process from step 1 and continue
down the list of codes until it works. Stephen Lilly If your laptop has an infrared remote port installed in his case, you can use the usual universal TV remote control along with some programs such as Windows Media Player, iTunes or Windows Media Center. All you have to do is learn the remote code for your laptop model and then enter that information into
a universal remote control during Setting Mode. Find the infrared port of the laptop's remote code. This information will be listed in the user manual section of your laptop, which tells you about the port and what it can do. Put the universal remote control in Settings mode. This happens in several different ways. Which way you will use will depend on what type
of universal remote you have, so consult with the guide for instructions on how to put the device in setting mode. Enter the remote laptop code into the universal remote control using numerical buttons on the face of the remote control. Exit Settings on a universal remote control. This usually happens when you press the Custom or Stop or Exit button. Once
this is done, you can now use a universal TV remote to control compatible programs on your laptop. Find a used car trade, resell, certified used and retail value used vehicles depending on the condition, mileage and other factors of car sales. The Apple TV remote works well enough, but many people hate having a few remote remotes and prefer to control
their entire media center experience from one input. If you're one of those people, you're in luck. Your Apple TV there can learn to take input from your TV, receiver, cable box or other remote control. Although the fourth-generation Apple TV uses Bluetooth to communicate with the base device, both the remote control and the base unit maintain a traditional
infrared (IR) connection, as do the more traditional remotes. And, hidden in the settings, there's an easy way to teach your Apple TV to recognize input from any IR-based remote control. RELATED: How to incorporate HDMI-CEC on your television, and why you shouldn't all have to go through this process, however. If you have relatively new hardware in
your media center (HDTV, receiver, etc.) there's a good chance that you don't even need to program an Apple TV to use the remote control because The Apple TV supports HDMI-CEC, an over-the-wire control standard baked right into the new HDMI devices. If the TV and/or attached hardware supports HDMI-CEC, you can use the TV remote control to
control the Apple TV by simply turning on the HDMI-CEC on your TV and then telling the Apple TV to use it. Again, for the accent, you only want to follow along with this tutorial if devices connected to the Apple TV don't support HDMI-CEC. If they don't, or if you want to use an old universal remote control that is only IR, then continue. Teach Apple TV a new
remote for this tutorial you need three things: a remote control for your Apple TV, an IR remote you want to program the Apple TV to recognize, and a clear and unobstructed view on the front of the Apple TV device (where the IR receiver is hidden under the glossy black surface of the Apple TV). To start programming the remote, select the settings option on
the Apple TV home screen. Select Remotes and Devices in the Settings menu. In the Remote Devices menu, select Learn remotely. Note that the section marked Home Control Theatre you are gray. This happens when your TV does not support the previously mentioned HDMI-CEC standard. If this section is not gray, your device supports HDMI-CEC, and
we suggest you explore this issue further, how you may be able to use the existing media buttons on the remote with almost zero customization. When you make the choice to learn the new remote control, Apple TV will tell you to get remote ducks in a row, so to speak: make sure the remote The controls you plan to use has available buttons for you to
assign to the Apple TV. Any buttons that are rigidly coded for some features on the actual TV are not suitable for use. In the first wave of programming you will be asked to press and hold the button you want to program. Hold the button until the meter, seen below, fills all the way. If there's a button at any time that you can't or don't want to program, you can
use Pad on apple remote to click to the right and skip this recording. Once you've finished the basic setup, you'll be asked to name the configuration. Even if hunting and pecking with the on-screen keyboard is annoying we recommend calling the profile clear as Samsung HDTV or what not. When you're done with the main setup, you can press the OK button
to get out or switch to an extended configuration by selecting the Play Button Settings. If the IR remote you're using has dedicated play buttons on it (or other unused buttons that you can use for that purpose), move on to advanced customization by selecting the Play Button option. Extended Settings In the Advanced Training section, you can program Apple
TV to recognize media playback commands from the IR remote. Find the media playback buttons on the remote and, as in the base setup, press and hold the button to teach it to Apple TV. Keep in mind that you can tap directly at the Apple TV remote control to skip the button for your remote control. In our case we had media buttons on our remote that
matched every function except the last two (play jump back and jump forward) and we just missed them. Once you've completed the extended setting, you'll be returned to the shared settings menu. Confirm that the remote is working as it should and enjoy using the same remote control for the TV and Apple TV. As you rename, reconfigure and remove the IR
remote, if there are any hiccups in functionality, feel free to go back to the settings of the remote control and devices where the remote control, with the profile name you provided, will be listed according to the Studied Remotes. There you can rename it, run through the basic and advanced button configuration to smooth out any playback issues, and remove
the profile if you no longer need it, or get a new remote control. That's all there is to it. By investing a few minutes of time, you can program any IR-based remote control to control your Apple TV. Some buttons on the TV remote control can wear out over time. In my case it was a channel up and a channel down the button. The pins at the bottom of the button
are likely worn out. That's how I fixed mine. In the photo, a small speck between a coil of wire and wire cutters piece of wire cut off for use. With a smooth facing hammer, pound a tiny piece of wire into a flat round itty bit disc. Point in the middle of copper paper pounded from the wire in the last photo. If the shape is too elongated, cut it with wire cuts. Using a
screwdriver, pry the remote control apart and disassemble the pieces. The screwdriver may have to be very small, such as the jewelers screwdriver. On the underside of the buttons, there are holding contact pads that can wear out. Sometimes they only need to be cleaned. This is how the addresses of a worn-out contact contact This photo I glued a small
copper plate over the contact pads on the underside of the two buttons that were worn. Channel up and channel down. Let the glue dry. I found that good strong glue is necessary. I used gorilla glue. Hello, In this project I will teach you how to make your own remote control switch you need several components, and your TV Remote want to learn more to
watch the video below. The video gives you all the information you need to recreate the scheme. In the next steps though, I'll give you some more information. Here you can find a list of details with an example of the seller:Amazon.in:TSOP1738 38Khz infrared receiver: CD4017: Or 1880 Transistor: Find from your nearby electronics storeBC557 Transistor:
capacitor: capacitor: 6 capacitors: Resistor: Find out your nearest Electronics Shop7805 Voltage Regulator: Voltage Regulator: Relay: Find from your nearby electronics store12-0-12 Transformer: Diode: your own TV remote or any kind of infrared remote control like a REMOTE DTH remote control, Ac Remote etc. I Have Tv Remote So I use It.This is a total
full chain I also add only the power chain on the next step 5.This Circuit is used to power the circuit and relayThis is the end result , you can see here I mentioned all the important configurations of the pin component. Configuration.
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